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OBJECTIVES & MANDATES
2

Growth in DG's and Aging Infrastructure Key Drivers
of Asset Investment Plans
•

Green Energy
Act

•
•
•

Ministerial SG Directive / OEB obligation to
facilitate through LDCs
Expedite the growth of clean, renewable sources of
energy
Implement a 21st century “Smart” Power grid
Use Less Energy

Growth in
DGs

•

Existing rules limit DG capacity – Distance,
Transformer Loading, Short Circuit, Thermal

Aging Assets

•
•

Many TS and DS to be replaced within next 10 years
HONI Dx has 4th quartile reliability

Aging
Workforce

•

Productivity gains through new and optimized
processes and standards

•
•

MicroFIT expansion/growth
More wide scale adoption of electric vehicles
inevitable over time
Evolving Customer Satisfaction index; Foundation
for CDM integration for Demand Response
Reliability, System Availability, and Power Quality

Customer
Engagement

•
•
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Smart Grid Vision Established 5 Business Objectives
DG Integration

Distribution Reliability

Outage Restoration

Distribution Network Planning

Customer Enablement
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Long Term Opportunity
Enable Set of Operational Levers to Manage Energy and Optimize the Distribution System

Renewable
Generation
Dispatch

Volt-Var
Control

Energy
Storage

Load
Control

Electric
Vehicles
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November 2010 Ministerial Directive on Smart Grid
Hydro One architected its smart grid project to
meet the objectives set out in the Minister of
Energy directive to the OEB on smart grid
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Ensured Consistent with OEB Supplemental Report on Smart Grid
EXTRACTS FROM OEB SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT ON SMART GRID - February 11, 2013
The report states that investments made in accordance with the Board’s guidance are not guaranteed to be
recovered; but that investments will be assessed against the Board’s evaluation criteria.
The Board has concluded that the objectives in the Minister’s Directive are aligned with the objectives of the
renewed regulatory framework…Smart grid…will be a central focus of the effort to incent innovation.

Alignment with Ontario Energy
Board Directives

3.1 Customer Control

•

Participation in Customer Surveys & Focus
Groups on Smart Grid*

•

Hydro One Electricity Discovery Centre

3.1.2 Data Access

•

Distributors must investigate options for facilitating customer access to consumption data in an electronic
format…As metering infrastructure is renewed and replaced over time, distributors must explore
mechanisms that facilitate “real-time” data access and “behind the meter” services and applications for
the purpose of providing customers with the ability to make decisions affecting their electricity costs.

•
•

Participation in Green Button Initiative with
Ontario Ministry of Energy, MaRS & IESO*
Demand Response
In-Home Displays*

•
•
•
•
•
•

DMS – Network Model Build
DG Dispatch
Dynamic Volt-Var Control
Energy Storage*
Selective Load Shedding
Validation of Smart Grid Techs & Processes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation Voltage Reduction
Other (PMO, Sol’n Arch, Communication)
AMI (Smart Meters) for Operations
Energy Theft & Analytics
Online Operating Diagrams
Mobility Solutions (OMS/DMS)
Condition Based Maintenance
Operational Data Store
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DR for Operations

In their investment plans regulated entities must demonstrate that they have undertaken activities to
understand their customers’ preferences (e.g., data access and visibility, participating in distributed
generation, and load management) and how they have addressed those preferences.
3.1.1 Customer Education
Regulated entities must provide information and education to their customers regarding the potential
benefits of smart grid.

3.2 Power System Flexibility

Regulated entities must demonstrate in their investment plans how they have incorporated necessary
investments to facilitate the integration of distributed generation and more complex loads (e.g., customers
with self-generation and/or storage capability).

3.3 Adpative Infrastructure
Regulated entities must demonstrate in their investment plans that they have investigated opportunities for
operational efficiencies and improved asset management, enabled by more and better data provided by
smart grid Technology.
When applicable and appropriate, capital and investment planning by regulated entities must demonstrate
the consideration and/or adoption of innovative processes, services, business models, and technologies as
well as an awareness of innovation and best practices.

* Denotes partial or full funding outside ADS project

OVERVIEW OF HYDRO ONE
APPROACH TO SMART GRID
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Phased Approach
PROJECT

PROGRAM

PHASE 0

PHASE1

COMPLETE
2010

IN PROGRESS
2011-2016

PROVINCIAL
ROLLOUT
2014-onward

Business Case
Not Confirmed

Project Planning
& Mobilization

Functionality
Ready

Requirements
Approved

Scenario
Definition &
Requirements
Elaboration
Functionality
Selected

Functionality
Selection &
Estimating

Functionality
Confirmed

Rel 1

Rel 2

2012
Functionality
Evaluation &
Benefit
Confirmation

Rel 3

Business Case
Template

Functionality
Selection &
Estimating

Once confirmed new standards
will be deployed and
incremental changes (+/-) will
be reflected in ongoing business
plans
Functionality Deployment &
Transition to Operations

2015

2017

Work released by normal
business case and business
planning approval process

Confirmed
Business Case
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Selected Broad Team of Industry Leaders

project team

system integrator

ADS
PROJECT

information
technology

=
•
•
•
•
•

program management
solution architecture
application integration
quality assurance
organizational alignment

power system integrator

power systems
technology

+
•
•
•
•

IEC61850 substations
distribution automation
engineering
protection & control

dms provider

+

operations
technology
• distribution management
system
• distribution SCADA
• GIS integration
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SMART GRID INVESTMENTS
12

Work in
Owen Sound

Factory Built &
Commissioned

New WiMAX Antenna

New Protection, Control
& Telecom Building
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New WiMAX Base Towers

Phase I Smart Grid Projects
Customer Control
•
Understand customers
preferences
•
Provide information and
education to customers
•
Facilitate customer access
to consumption data

Project

Release

Supplemental Report on Smart
Grid Objectives

Scope of Work

Expected Benefit

Demand Response

2

Enable home energy management systems for
Hydro One customers and make customer data
securely available to third party applications (i.e.
smart phone apps)

Help customers understand, control and reduce their
electricity charges and enable more peak shaving
capacity.

Consumer Research

-

Perform customer research to understand
customer preferences and determine which smart
grid technologies would be most beneficial for
customers.

Obtain intelligence on customer preferences that will feed
the requirements and design of the smart grid initiatives.
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Phase I Smart Grid Projects

Power System Flexibility
• Facilitate integration of
distributed generation
• Facilitate integration of
complex loads (e.g.
customers with selfgeneration and/or storage
capabilities

Release

Supplemental Report on Smart
Grid Objectives

Scope of Work

DG Dispatch

2

Pilot dispatch (on/off/up/down) of both small and
large distributed generators (“DGs”).

Provide operational control of DGs for both local planned
outages as well as avoidance of surplus base load
generation at the system level.

Energy Storage

2

Pilot both battery and flywheel energy storage
technologies and integrate into DMS.

Distribution
Management System

1

Establish a distribution control system at the
Ontario Grid Control Centre capable of managing
the Hydro One Smart Grid.

Incorporate energy storage into distribution operations to
provide voltage regulation and absorb excess energy to
integrate DG more effectively.
Provide single integrated system for Hydro One’s smart
grid business capabilities as well as real-time situational
awareness and control of the distribution system.

Validation of Smart
Grid Technologies and
Processes

-

Conduct technical, operational and economic
validation of all of the Phase 1 Release 1 delivered
technologies.

Allow for planning the eventual smart grid deployment
programs, ensuring prudent investments for Hydro One
customers.

Dynamic Volt-Var
Control

3

Pilot the use of distribution-based power
electronics technology to maintain voltage and
reactive power (vars) within operational limits.

Reduce the cost of providing volt-var stabilition over the
current transmission-based static var compensators and
improve power quality on distribution feeders with high
penetration of distributed generation.

Selective Load
Shedding

3

Upgrade the Distribution Management Software
to enable load shedding at the Distribution Station
and feeder section level.

Enables more surgical load shedding during bulk electric
system emergencies that would maintain distributed
generation and critical loads (hospitals, water treatment
plants, etc).

Project

Expected Benefit
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Phase I Smart Grid Projects
Adaptive Infrastructure
Investigate opportunities for
operational efficiencies
Investigate opportunities for
improved asset management
Leverage the data provide by
smart grid technology

Project

Release

Supplemental Report on Smart
Grid Objectives

Scope of Work

Expected Benefit

Establish the standards by which Hydro One will automate
a subset of its distribution system over the next twentyfive years to increase situational awareness and improve
reliability.
Reduce customers’ energy consumption and manage
voltage issues associated with DG and lower the line loss
adjustment charged to customers.

Distribution
Automation

1

Pilot set of distribution automation technologies
(smart reclosers, smart switches, line sensors, etc)
in the Owen Sound Smart Zone.

Conservation Voltage
Reduction

2

Pilot flattening and lowering voltage profile on
feeders to reduce losses on lines and energy use
by consumers.

AMI for Operations

2

Improve time to restore outages and improve efficiency
handling trouble calls.

Energy Theft &
Analytics

2

Enhance outage management system to utilize the
real time power outage notifications from
customer smart meters and provide the ability to
confirm outages to the control centre.
Build an analytical system that examines meter
and operational data to identify energy theft.

Mobility Solutions

2

Other (PMO, Solution
Architecture,
Communication)

-

Provide mobile versions of smart grid applications
for piloting.
Other ancillary project support functions such as
communications, program management, process
design and training development.

Empower field crews with more information to increase
efficiency and speed restoration
Support the delivery of individual projects.

Operational Data Store
& Analytics (“Big
Data”)

3

Build a system that relates operational data with
other data (meter, asset, customer, etc.) and
provides an ability to perform analytics against the
integrated data set.
Upgrade the Distribution Management System
with the application to produce operating maps
and diagrams.
Pilot the use of transformer monitoring
equipment in Distribution Stations to monitor gas
levels, temperature and other telemetry points.
Pilot a system that manages load and distributed
generation to proactively optimizing operations.
These loads could include electric vehicles, electric
hot water heaters, and industrial/commercial
loads.

Provide new insights into asset condition and improved
asset management and operational decision making.

Online Operating
Diagrams
Condition Based
Maintenance
Demand Response for
Operations

Identify and reduce energy theft, lowering the line loss
adjustment charged to customers.

Reduces the cost of printing and distributing paper maps
and diagrams and ensures that field crews have the most
up to date information.
Proactively manage the condition of transformers and
better manage the assets by prioritizing and potentially
deferring end-of-life replacements.
Integrate electric vehciles without impacting reliability as
well as increase load capacity factor.
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Maintain/
Improve Cx Sat

Value for Customers
•
Mitigate Power
Quality Issues & •
Demand Response

Faster Outage
Restoration

•
•
•

•
•

Lower
Customer Costs

Reduce Energy
Losses

Demand
Response

Reduce Long
Term Asset Costs

•
•

Along with deployed field devices, the DMS can optimize volt/var to maintain voltage
within regulator-prescribe limits.
DMS can execute Demand Response programs to mitigate power quality and
voltage issues
DMS uses available info to determine where faults occurred
DMS determines optimal switching sequence for fault isolation
with minimum affected customers
DMS uses analytics to determine optimal switching sequence
for load restoration
Reduces loss revenue to DGs from outages

EVOLVES TO
SELF-HEALING
WITHOUT
INTERVENTION
ON M-CLASS &
URBAN F-CLASS

DMS can optimize the distribution system to reduce line losses which is a
component of the customer rates (modeling benefit).
DMS and AMI information can be utilized to identify areas of potential energy theft
which is a component of customer rates.
DMS can minimize the losses associated with surplus DG generation (i.e. energy
storage)

•

DMS enables selective reduction of load during peak demand periods

•
•

DMS dispatch capability to offset express feeder build
Distribution system is engineered and operated very conservatively as we have no
real-time information. DMS allow the full utilization of assets before reinvesting.
DMS collected ops data can be utilized for better asset planning & sustainment
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Better planning using collected AMI data (load profile).

•
•

Value of Reliability
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Estimated Average Electric Customer Interruption Costs, by Duration and Type of Customer (in US 2008$)

GUIDANCE FOR OTHER UTILITIES
FILING SMART GRID PLANS WITH
REGULATOR
19

Regulatory Filings

Regulatory Approach

•

Board

Green
Energy
Plan

RELEASE 2

Board

2014
Smart Grid
Rate Rider

Board

SMART GRID PROJECT & DEPLOYMENT

2015-2019
Cost of
Service

OEB advised Hydro One to utilize a variance account
Approach worked well
Reduced the timing risk on investments
Smart Grid is an evolving market with new technologies

Concern on prudence
–

•

Board

2013
Smart Grid
Rate Rider

–
–
–

•

RELEASE 1

Received prudence on initial Green Energy Plan and 2014 Smart Grid Rate Rider

Smart Grid to be integrated as part of normal investments planning in next cost-ofservice filing
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Filed: August 1, 2013
EB-2013-0141
Exhibit I
Tab 6
Schedule 5

Business Case Centric
Phase 1 Release 2 Key Result

Financial Savings*

Measurement Method

Target Outcome

Provide ability to mitigate
power quality impacts of DG
(Distributed Generation) on
our transmission and
distribution system.

There are no quantified
Measure the Distributed Generation Provide Hydro One with ability to
financial savings for Hydro One MW with the ability to dispatch.
dispatch Distributed Generators for
at this time.
planned outages and increase
amount of connected generation on
congested feeders.

Reduce trouble call costs and
improve outage response
times.

Reduce OM&A by $121M.

Measure the number of unnecessary Reduce unnecessary service calls by
crew dispatches saved.
50%.

Use energy storage
There are no quantified
Measure the improvement in power Provide Hydro One with an additional
technology in the Tillsonburg financial savings for Hydro One quality (voltage and frequency)
cost-effective tool to solve power
area to improve power
at this time.
along the feeder.
quality issues.
quality.

Better identify and reduce
energy theft.

Reduce line losses caused by
energy theft by $211M.

Compare the energy leaving the
Reduce energy theft by one-third.
station with the sum of all energy
consumed on meters downstream of
that station.

Reduce line losses and save
customers money on energy
related costs.

There are no quantified
Measure energy consumption of
financial savings for Hydro One customers before and after
at this time.
Conservation Voltage Reduction put
into effect.

Reduce customer energy
consumption by 1.6% on
Conservation Voltage Reduction
enabled feeders.

Provide customers with real- There are no quantified
Measure the number of customers Increase customer participation in
time in-home monitoring and financial savings for Hydro One who participate in demand response demand response programs and the
new demand response
at this time.
programs.
per household demand response.
programs.
* Financial savings are based on all financial benefits incurred through to 2040.
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Leverage Good Work of World Projects
BC Hydro Energy Theft Project
Hydro Quebec CATVAR Project
(~$188M)

Low Carbon London – Flexible
Plug & Play Project
(~$14M)

Hydro Quebec Distribution
Automation
(~$188M)

Pacific Northwest Smart Grid
Demonstration Project
(~$180M)
Irvine Smart Grid
Demonstration
(~$790M)

Jeju Smart Grid
Demonstration Complex
(~$240M)

eCAR Ireland
(~$35M)

GRID4EU
(~$80M)

Progress Energy Distribution
System Demand Response
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Case Study: Electric Power Board (EPB)
of Chattanooga
EPB of Chattanooga is installing approximately 1,200 advanced
automated feeder switches as well as sensor equipment for
164 distribution circuits.
When completed in 2013, EPB of Chattanooga expects that the
$226 million effort will result in a 40 percent or greater
decrease in customer-minutes lost to power outages, saving
local businesses and homeowners at least $35 million a year.

These benefits are already beginning to materialize. For
example, after a strong, unexpected storm knocked out power
to millions of people on the East Coast in June 2012, EPB of
Chattanooga found that the outages were cut by at least half
due to smart grid investments, and the utility had a 55 percent
reduction in duration of outages (58 million avoided minutes of
customer interruption).
EPB of Chattanooga calculates that the expedited restoration
saved the utility $1.4 million, which does not include savings
from a broader community perspective.
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